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CHAPTER ONE
A DINOSAUR POSTER & A DIAGNOSIS

There was a dinosaur poster on the wall. A Stegosaurus and a Triceratops ambled along
a grassy plain like a pair of old lovers. Far off in the distance, a lonely Tyrannosaurus Rex stared
into the distance as the pair blatantly ignored him. Beneath this prehistoric soap opera was
some very important text concerning fossil records, timelines, and extinction. Unfortunately, I
don’t remember any of that very important text. For me, only the dinosaurs remain.
I was nineteen when I was diagnosed with diabetes. I remember a few very peculiar
things about that day thirteen years ago. The doctor’s office had been egg shell white and very
clean. There was an underlying sense that everything in the room was sterile and new, as if I
were the first person to have ever been there. The doctor, who was also in the room, wore a
white lab coat and khakis. He told me my blood sugars were too high, and that I was a diabetic.
I remember that very clearly, but when he went on to describe what this all meant, the words
began to blur together, like he was speaking a foreign language. The only thing that seemed to
make sense in that entire room was the one piece of wall art hanging behind him: a dinosaur
poster.
Now, the events of my diagnosis are even more blurred. I seem to recall less and less of
that pivotal moment in my life. However, specific elements, like that dinosaur poster, constantly
remain. As I reflect back, I find myself presented with an interesting question: why do I
remember what I do? How is it that only a few words and a poster of dinosaurs supersede all
the other life changing information I received that day?
Although the question itself is fascinating, the answer to how and why we retain specific
information is almost assuredly impossible to discover. There exist too many variables to truly
account for why an individual stores a specific set information over another. However, if we shift
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our focus a few degrees, we can find another fascinating question, and one that provides more
concrete answers: are there more effective ways of communication? Can the dinosaurs be
replaced with something more meaningful? If we look deeper, we find that there may be better,
more efficient ways to connect with one another.
In order to proceed further, we need to first clarify the lens with which we will be using,
and that lens is the eye of the artist. As an artist, the ability to explore, question, and choose the
way we communicate with our audience is of paramount importance. This creator-audience
dynamic is an intricate one, and it allows for a tremendous amount of latitude and interpretation,
by both parties. However, when we move further away from the art world and enter other fields,
we no longer desire a range of interpretation. We demand answers. And in no other field is this
demand for accurate, precise answers more apparent than in healthcare. The ability to explain
and communicate complex issues will always remain a critical component of the patient provider
relationship. And it is this specific relationship within the healthcare field that this paper, and the
artistic work that will be discussed, focuses on.
With the patient provider relationship established as an integral piece to this paper, it
becomes important then to discuss what elements of the relationship we will be looking at, and
this brings us to the central aim of both the paper and the artistic work that will be discussed. A
thorough examination of the role and function of language and imagery within the patient
provider relationship is the core focus of both the artistic work and this paper. With that focus in
mind, this paper will reveal much of the research, construction, and other elements that went
into creating the art piece titled Language, Image, and Rural Healthcare. By discussing these
elements, the paper will move closer toward its intended goal of dissecting how language and
image function within the patient provider relationship.
Before moving forward, a thorough examination of language and imagery, even within
this particular context, requires the use of specific categories in order to further define how
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these elements function within the healthcare field. Throughout the course of my research, I
narrowed those categories down to three specific sections: disease, physical location, and
imagery. The first section, disease, was chosen to be diabetes. The second section, physical
location, was chosen to be rural healthcare centers. And the third and final section, imagery,
was defined as which type of images would be analyzed and presented within the final piece. It
was determined, due to my knowledge and familiarity with them, that retinal images would work
best.
These three categories remain important to the central focus of the paper and the artistic
work, Language, Image, and Rural Healthcare, because they not only emphasize the role of
language and imagery, but they also place a very specific light on the patient-provider
relationship. Furthermore, these categories help to detach the work from a cold and clinical
perspective and help to reveal a more human element, something of paramount importance to
both the research, the paper, and the art piece.
Even with the above three categories narrowing the focus of the paper, there still
remains much ground to cover. In order to keep the paper cohesive throughout the many
different and varied topics, it is useful to have this introductory section summarize and prepare
the reader for the more detailed analysis to come in the following chapters. As such, one of the
more important topics that will be discussed later on is the importance of the retinal image and
why I selected it. A brief overview of my own past and familiarity with such images now will help
ease the reader into a clear understanding of the overall paper and the images role within the
art piece.
A little more than two years ago I was hired by the Wabanaki Consortium, a group of
intertribal members and healthcare workers, to work as their Retinal Imager. The consortium
explained how they had teamed up with the Joslin Vision Network and were embarking on a
large scale, grant funded project that would involve all the tribes throughout the state. The goal
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was to provide diabetic retinal exams to as many tribal members as we could reach. High rates
of diabetes are prevalent within the Native American community, and as such, one of the major
complications stemming from diabetes was diabetic retinopathy, which, if left untreated, could
lead to blindness. A diabetic and Native American myself, I found the opportunity as a wonderful
gift and was grateful for the chance to work toward such an noble goal. In time, I learned how to
take retinal images, read them for signs of varying eye disease, and also began to realize
something quite important. Patients who were shown the images almost always had a
significant response to them. That response varied, but the patient was consistently taken up
with the image in some way. For many of them, as I explained the effects of diabetes and then
proceeded to show them those effects with the aid of the retinal image, it was clear that a new
level of understanding had come to them. They might not remember everything I said, but they
certainly remembered the image, as was proven after seeing the same patients again and again
and having them easily recall what they had seen from the last visit. It was this continual
occurrence that made me wonder about how patients and providers interact and the role that
language and imagery can, or should, play within that interaction.
This paper will delve into some of the scientific and artistic reasoning that found its way
into influencing the creation of Language, Image, and Rural Healthcare. All of those reasons,
whether they stem from science, art, or personal experience, they were all connected by their
focus of exploring the role of language and imagery within the patient provider relationship. I
remember a dinosaur poster and a diagnosis. Hopefully others will remember much more than
that.
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CHAPTER TWO
DIABETES, LANGUAGE, & LOCATION

Although our focus is on language and imagery within the patient provider relationship,
these elements only make sense when we have a better understanding of the categories listed
in the opening. The first, and perhaps the most important category, diabetes, needs to be clearly
defined and understood. Furthermore, since diabetes plays such an integral role in framing the
discussion about language and image, we need to make sure it is addressed before moving
forward.
Diabetes is a disease that affects millions of people across the United States. Due to
the nature of the disease, many people go undiagnosed for extended periods of time. According
to the Center for Disease Control, a study in 2014 revealed that over 29 million people in the US
have diabetes, and 8.1 million of those people were undiagnosed. 1 The huge number of people
who have yet to be diagnosed is staggering, and much of that has to do with the body’s ability to
acclimate to varying levels of blood sugar. This issue might not look like a connection to our
core focus, but when we begin to see that a number of patients deny their diagnosis because
they don’t feel the effects of the disease, then we realize that providers who can’t put forth a
convincing argument to their patients are in a desperate situation.
One of the primary ways in which an individual is determined to be diabetic is through a
blood test known as the HbA1c test. The test is an excellent measure of blood sugar control as
it takes into account the average blood sugar of the patient over the past 3 months. Presently,
the American Diabetes Association (ADA), which is an organization composed of scientists and
medical doctors, recommends that all patients achieve a score of 7% or lower on their HbA1c
tests. It is this organization that provides much of the evidence based guidelines that many
1

https://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/data/statistics/2014statisticsreport.html
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diabetics live by. Their review of the scientific literature surrounding randomized controlled trials,
co-hort studies, and case controlled studies, makes them one of the primary resources for
diabetics across the country. 2 Furthermore, the HbA1c test is considered by many diabetics to
be the most important blood test that they can receive. It is often the staple by which many
providers will discuss their patients blood sugar control.
A score of 7 on the HbA1c test can be cause for celebration, if the patient’s prior scores
were much worse. However, many diabetic who are initially diagnosed may find themselves
holding a score of 7. This does nothing for their confidence, and in fact can be detrimental. As
stated above, many individuals acclimate to high blood sugars, so a score of 7 can be seen as
something useless and easily ignored. In addition, and as we will see in more detail soon, the
number 7 can only communicate so much to someone who does not fully understand the
intricacies of their disease.
One more important aspect to be discussed about diabetes is its affect on eye health.
This complication of the disease clearly ties into the focus of the paper as retinal images play a
pivotal role within the art work. Drawing on the ADA again, their recommendation is that all
people with diabetes have a yearly eye exam in order to assess any potential complications that
may be occurring or have occurred. The complications, if left unchecked or untreated, can lead
to significant vision loss and even blindness. This complication is due to the tiny blood vessels
located within the eye, many of which are microscopic in scale. When people with diabetes have
high blood sugars, these microscopic vessels swell in size due to the increased amount of
glucose, and when blood sugars drop, the vessels contract. This amount of swelling and
contracting, depending on the severity of the fluctuations, can cause the micro vessels to
rupture and leak fluid, which is known as a micro-aneurysm. Furthermore, the the accumulation
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of edema, or extra fluid, can build up within many of the eye structures.3 This disease state
within the eye is known as diabetic retinopathy, and it is the primary eye disease that I look for
as a retinal imager.
Now, moving away from the physical complications of diabetes, there is a need to
discuss the impact the disease can have on the psychological and emotional well being of
people. According to the ADA, people with diabetes are at increased risk for the development of
emotional and psychological issues. As with any chronic disease, it is very common for people
with diabetes to experience denial, anger, and sadness throughout the course of their illness.
The Kubler-Ross model, also known as the five stages of grief, is a well accepted psychiatric
model that explores the common thoughts and feelings, or stages, that people with chronic
illness typically experience. 4 The stages are non-linear, meaning people move through them in
any potential combination. The first stage in this model, denial, is most apparent when an
individual is newly diagnosed with the illness. In this stage, people do not believe they are ill and
therefore do not engage in self-care behaviors that could help improve the condition of their
disease. Another stage is anger. Here, the individual often wants to blame others for their fate.
There also exists the possibility that they feel a sense of injustice, as if the diagnosis was
undeserved. In another stage, the ‘bargaining’ stage, individuals often plead and offer up
implausible or unattainable sacrifices in order to rid themselves of the disease. Yet another
stage is the stage of depression. People who suffer from depression are often hopeless, sullen,
and even fatalistic. They often have low energy and low motivation and can struggle with proper
disease management. Another stage is acceptance. In this stage, people make peace with their
condition and learn to move forward with it.
With a better understanding of diabetes and its impact on eye and psychological health,
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we can now examine how language and imagery function on a fundamental level. By dissecting
how we comprehend and process language, specifically words, we can begin to determine the
short comings of language and why imagery seems to play such a pivotal role in helping us
grasp difficult concepts.
The second category mentioned in the opening was physical location, and for the
purposes of the art piece and this paper that meant rural healthcare centers. One might wonder
how rural healthcare centers might tie into language and image, and the answer is a simple one:
funding. Rural health centers often times do not have access to the same funds that their urban
counterparts do. What this means in relation to language and imagery is that most centers do
not have the funding to acquire expensive medical imaging equipment. Furthermore, in order to
gain access to this equipment, many of their patients are referred to other specialists, many of
whom operate long distances away. Such a barrier can lead to patients often skipping or simply
being unable to make it to appointments where important images may be used to help enrich
their healthcare. The other drawback, and this is where most of our focus will end up, is that
many providers are left to explain complicated diagnoses and disease management techniques
with nothing but the use of language and text, much of which can be dominated by dense and
intimidating medical terms. This attempt at trying to explain an issue with nothing but medical
terms and metaphor can lead to a patient either misunderstanding their diagnosis, or, reaching a
stage where they simply deny the diagnosis as a whole.
Realizing the difficult situation that many rural healthcare sites find themselves in, we
can now focus solely on language and how it operates. This movement pulls us away from
much of the medicinal science and brings us into linguistics, specifically the field of structural
linguistics. Although structural linguistics may be viewed as dated, there exist many elements of
the field that remain relevant. One of those elements was created by the Swiss linguist
Ferdinand de Saussure. Saussure is considered by many to be the father of structural
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linguistics, and it was his work, Course in General Linguistics, that revolutionized how many
thought about language. Although many elements of his work have been replaced by different
models, like Chomsky’s generative grammar, there are fundamental sections that have
remained.5 The one we will be looking at in relation to our work with language and image is
Saussure’s concept of the sign.
Saussure’s sign consists of three primary elements: The signifier, the signified, and the
referent. The signifier is the sound or letters used to denote what we’re talking about. The
signified, on the other hand, is the concept of the object we are talking about. It is the picture of
the object that appears in our head when we hear or read the word. And lastly, the referent is
the object in the world. The referent differs from the signifier because the signifier is only the
thought of the object, not the actual physical manifestation of it. Furthermore, these building
blocks revealed to Saussure that there was no connection to why we call something what we
call it. The arbitrariness of the sign, and language at large, is determined through much of this
discovery.6
Looking over these essential building blocks, we can determine that the role of the sign
is dependent on the existence of both the signifier and the signified. There is no possible way to
have one without the other. Such a rule does not, on the surface, pose many problems,
especially when dealing with objects that exist outside of ourselves. For example, if someone
were to say car or chair or pants, we’ve all seen these objects, we know they exist, and because
we’ve experienced them on some level, these referents, our language has an ability to work for
us, to help us communicate with one another.

Pinker, Stephen The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language 1994
Pinker’s work does not have a heavy focus on Saussure, as his argument relies heavily on
Chomsky, aspects of neuroscience, and certain psychological tenets. However, he does
mention the importance of Saussure and specifically brings up the concept of the sign as an
integral development.
5

6

http://academia.edu/7290835/on_the_arbitrariness_of_language
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Although language can work for us, a major issues arises when we begin to shift away
from these external and familiar referents. When we start to deal with referents that we have no
external way of experiencing or pointing to, there is the potential that language can begin to
work against us, or at least become more of a barrier. Now, there are obviously elements all
around us that we don’t always have a way of experiencing and we are able to understand them
and talk about them—things like the core of the Earth or imaginary numbers. But, what happens
when we shift the focus not toward those far away, conceptual elements, but rather move the
focus towards ourselves, toward the very interior of our own bodies, and now compound this
with a chronic disease or chronic pain. The discussion immediately becomes much more real,
but at the same time, much more limited, specifically for a patient. Without an external referent
to point to, or an image, many patients find the interior of their own body to remain foreign and
unknown.
So, now that we know more about why language and image are so important in a patient
provider relationship, what does it look like in practice? And does this actually happen? Do
patients really deny or refuse to believe what their provider is telling them, especially when it
concerns their own health? And the answer, unfortunately, is yes.
Back to those central categories listed in the introduction, we can look a bit more closely
at how two of them, diabetes and rural healthcare centers, play such a pivotal role in the
relationship between patient and provider and language and image. First, diabetes is a disease
that one can live with and not realize they have it. This makes it difficult for someone to even
look for a problem until it’s too late. Furthermore, diabetes obviously presents no physical
referent for one to look at, and the disease is surrounded by a lexicon of medical terminology.
Second, as stated earlier, rural healthcare centers often times simply do not have access to high
end medical equipment that allows for images to be taken. Therefore, clinicians often rely solely
on language to convey and explain a diagnosis. Thus, patients initially diagnosed with diabetes
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can struggle with the meaning of test scores, such as the HbA1c test. When both of these
categories are combined with the knowledge presented about language and image, a
dangerous situation arises where the disease has no external referent, and the health center
lacks the necessary equipment to produce a medical image in substitution of an actual referent.
These two factors can, at times, be critical in determining how a patient might respond to a
diagnosis or a treatment. Compound this knowledge with the psychological issues that can arise
from diabetes, such as those listed within the Kubler-Ross model, and it becomes clear that a
combination of language and image are pivotal in providing patients and providers the best
chance at managing the disease.
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CHAPTER THREE
INFLUENCES & OVERVIEW

The prior chapter focused heavily on explaining the importance of language and imagery
within the patient provider relationship. And although that information is critical to understanding
why the art piece, Language, Image, and Rural Healthcare is important, it did not delve into the
influential aspects that helped create the final piece. Furthermore, the research methods
involved in gathering all the necessary information to create the piece provide their own insight
into the process. As a result of these methods, the piece is not only well informed, but situated
within a larger context of artists who deal with medical issues, language, and the body. This
chapter will deal with some of the primary influences of the piece as well as provide some
insight into those research methods used.
The possibility of creating a piece like Language, Image, and Rural Healthcare originally
began as nothing more than an after thought. After working with a number of patients and
showing them their retinal images, I was rather shocked when one patient requested a copy of
the image so she could display it as a piece of wall art. The thought, which I wish were my own,
was not only instrumental in changing the way I viewed retinal images, it also made me wonder
about the power of the images themselves. How often do people really remember what is said
during their visit, and if it’s not much, then how could we change that? These retinal images
seemed to be a big part of the potential solution.
With the seed of an art project planted, I began to research artists who may have
explored similar possibilities. The number of artists who’ve dealt with medicine, the body, and
other relationships is seemingly countless. However, considering the focus of my work and
wanting to keep it applicable to the present day, I limited much of my scope to contemporary
artists, critics, and authors.
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One of the first artists who had a major influence and reaffirmed many of the ideas that I
had initially been thinking about was Greg Dunn. Dunn’s work is often influenced by Asian,
minimalist art, but instead of focusing on landscapes or other external objects, Dunn’s brings the
viewer down to the microscopic scale, and inside the human brain. He has a degree in
neuroscience and therefore much of his work involves the interior, physical aspects of the mind,
like tracing the neurons that wire our brains. This kind of work originally compelled me because
of the clear association it has with the internal body. People are fascinated with retinal images,
and they are most certainly fascinated by the images that Dunn produces of the mind. But there
was more to it than that, and it took me a bit of reading to discover what it was that compelled
me to keep looking at some of Dunn’s images. The answer is probably best understood through
Dunn’s own words: “In many cases, art is a superior communicator of complex and nuanced
ideas as it makes direct connections with the viewer through perception and emotion. Dry
scientific explanations of structure and function often struggle to communicate the brain’s
vastness and tremendously beautiful organization through written words or figures.”7 Dunn’s
words, to me, echoed my own thoughts. Using art as a lens to approach complex issues, such
as the role of language and imagery within patient provider relationships, might result in the best
communication of those ideas. In addition, Dunn’s work with images on microscopic scale
influenced the way in which I thought about scale, both in regards to the size of the overall piece
versus the size of the fonts that would be etched into it.
Another individual who made a significant impact on Language, Image, and Rural
Healthcare was the multimedia artist Marcos Lutyens. Lutyens work is incredibly wide ranging
and profound. However, there was one specific piece that drew my interest in relation to my own
artistic work, and that was the Flavour Collider. Flavor Collider was a fascinating experiment
and artistic piece that involved an exploration of the neurological condition known as
7

https://www.gregadunn.com/self-reflected/the-art-of-self-reflected/
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synesthesia. Synesthesia occurs when multiple senses are triggered by an event when only one
sense is necessary— for example, being able to hear color or see music. 8 Lutyens work with the
Flavour Collider worked as a way for people to see the taste of whatever cocktail they were
drinking. A headset known as the NeuroSky MindWave headset was worn by viewers as they
drank their favorite drink, and by using complex mathematical algorithms the machine produced
an image of what the taste looked like. Those algorithms were heavily influenced by what is
known as the Bouba/Kiki effect, which is an effect that demonstrates the brain’s association
between words and shapes.
Lutyens’ work with the Flavour Collider appealed to me in two major regards: First, I
thoroughly enjoyed the aesthetic the machine created, especially with the way it took one input
(taste) and produced a different output (image). This related to my work because I had been
wondering how text and image could be manipulated; the idea was, in part, to create so much
text that it could simultaneously be viewed as an image but also read as a story. Flavour
Collider seemed to accomplish this kind of two fold dynamic. Moreover, the ability to create a
sort of referent for taste was fascinating to me. In my mind, I couldn’t stop thinking of how
diabetes would look if it were visualized or manifested in someway. Second, in order to form the
algorithms that made up Flavor Collider, Lutyens relied on a study where people who drank the
cocktails were asked to describe the taste by only using terms involving shape, texture, and
movement. This part of Flavor Collider’s process immediately spoke to me on a larder scale.
There was, in my opinion, another sort of synesthesia occurring within the piece, and that was
the translation of words to help create images. Such a creation did not directly apply to my work,
but it was inspiring and challenged me to think about how Language, Image, and Rural
Healthcare would be created.

8
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The one visual artist who would have the greatest impact on my work was Mona Hatoum
and her piece Corps Etranger, or Foreign Body. In the chapter prior, I discussed how significant
the difference was between the internal body and external referents, and how this could make
language a major hurdle in communication between patients and providers. Hatoum’s work in
Foreign Body explored this concept in an incredibly profound and insightful way. The piece
allowed people to enter a small space where they were presented with images and video of the
interior of Mona’s body, allowing both the viewer and Mona herself, a perspective they would not
have otherwise been afforded.9 Although the piece’s connection to the body were obvious, what
really struck me was the decision to create a space for people to enter. By doing so, the piece
becomes something of a somatic vessel, and the viewers a foreign body traveling through it.
This piece of artwork was a major contributor in deciding to create a space in which the viewer
would experience the overwhelming presence of language within a rural healthcare setting.
The above influences stem from the art world, but other important influences found their
way into my work. One of those was the critic Elaine Scarry. She wrote a book called The Body
in Pain. It’s this book that has really helped develop and guide much of my understanding
surrounding language and its use as a communicator. In her book, much of the aim is to discuss
how pain is able to actively resist language, and how the vocabulary surrounding pain is
incredibly limited.10 Obviously, my work has little to do with how pain is able to resist language.
However, I would argue that there is a fundamental relationship between that can be drawn from
Scarry’s work to my own. Access to one’s interior, physical self, strictly through language can be
limiting and difficult because the referent is never external. Furthermore, these potential barriers
become emphasized when we look at places where certain factors like poverty and lack of
education are prevalent. Unfortunately, many rural communities fit into these parameters. The

9

http://archee.qc.ca/ar.php?page=article&section=texte3&no=377
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Scarry, Elaine The Body in Pain 1985
15

connection to Scarry’s work is the importance of that picture or image. In the case of chronic
disease, or even chronic pain, there are very few ways in which we can find an image to help
communicate what’s happening in another person’s body.
Lastly, beyond the scope of individual influences, it becomes important to examine the
research methods used in trying to inform the final piece. The methodology of the approach
was, to be frank, wide ranging and varied. It became clear that one of my biggest resources in
regards to understanding how language and image functioned was by closely examining my
own work with retinal images and the patients I served. This resulted in a significant amount of
anecdotal evidence being compiled, which only served to validate many of my thoughts and
beliefs concerning the importance of language and image within the patient provider
relationship.
Other methods of inquiry were more traditional and academic, specifically my time spent
reviewing the literature surrounding issues of language and image. As listed above, Elaine
Scarry went a long way in guiding much of my process involving language and non-external
referents. Having said that, there were many others who were discovered and provided critical
insight to my own process, people like Scott McCloud and his works Understanding Comics and
Making Comics.11 These individuals and others like them helped provide insight to the work, but
even broader than that, the time I spent researching through different literary forums was hugely
beneficial in allowing me greater insight into the metaphorical elements I knew I needed to
include in the construction of the final piece.
Construction of the piece has a chapter entirely dedicated to its process, but it is
important to mention it here as well. The construction and evolution of the piece itself provided
one of the most fascinating revelations in regards to how I thought and felt about the topic. The
Although McCloud’s work deals with comics and storytelling, there are major sections of both
works that focus on the intricacies of how language and image function in unison, and how
language has dominated much of the storytelling landscape.
11
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physical construction went beyond simply putting together a piece; it helped mold the way I
thought about the piece. The use of different elements drawn from other research methods, like
my personal experience with patients, was shifted and changed during the construction portion
of the project. Working with my hands to help clarify certain difficult concepts helped to make
me understand the overall topic in a better, more precise manner. The outcome was not only a
piece I was proud of, but an affirmation that using art as a communicator was not only
meaningful, but successful.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PHYSICAL & NON PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION

Rural healthcare facilities often suffer from a lack of funding. The lack of funding can
vary, and there are a number of different reasons this can occur, most notably new federal
regulations, number of applicable grants, and the views of whatever administration may
currently occupy the White House.
My time visiting rural healthcare sites opened my eyes to the resourcefulness and
determination of many of the people who work there. There's a passionate resiliency to many of
the obstacles that they're presented with, and their ability to solve problems in a creative
manner are instrumental in allowing them to continue to serve their populations. This ability to
solve issues when funding is lacking took a pivotal role in how I thought about the construction
of my final piece. I didn't want an aesthetic that would come across as too sleek or modern, but
rather more functional and utilitarian. The desire to create something simultaneously compelling
and yet raw and exposed were at the heart of the construction goals.
In order to accomplish such goals and achieve the desired aesthetic, a great deal of
research went into the specific material used. Additionally, the process of creating the actual
piece itself went through a number of prototyping stages. These research and prototyping
stages allowed me a great deal of insight into what I would be able to accomplish versus what
was beyond the scope of my abilities. Furthermore, information acquired from rigorous prep
work also gave me a significant advantage in understanding how my piece would have to work
within the gallery setting itself. A look into the decision making process behind the materials and
the actual construction process itself will help illuminate a number of different aspects of the
piece that may have gone unnoticed in an initial viewing.
Before a closer look at the physical materials and the construction of the piece can
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begin, it's important to look at some of the non-physical elements as well as the underlying
design process that took place. By doing so, a greater understanding of why certain decisions
were made will be achieved. When I mention non-physical elements, I'm referring to how the
piece uses light, space, and size as artistic elements that help reveal the project's intentions to
the viewer.
The first element, light, plays a significant role in relation to how diabetic patients often
suffer major eye disease like diabetic retinopathy. Furthermore, the images used within the
piece, all retinal images, reveal the harrowing affects of how diabetic retinopathy can limit the
retina's ability to transmit light from the eye to the brain. As such, light needed to act as a
significant artistic agent within the piece. The materials selected needed to interact with light in a
way that made viewer aware of how light actually struck the piece and the affects it had on the
material. Discussion on the type of material selected will be addressed in further detail below.
The second element, space, offered a rich opportunity to include a non-linguistic element
to the piece. Original designs had the piece laid out as two long curtains running parallel to one
another, creating a space where the viewer could sit. However, this initial design lacked any kind
of depth or relationship to the project as a whole. The next step was to move toward a circular
design, where the curtains would hang around the viewer. Such a design connected the piece
with the way in which all stereoscopic retinal images are processed, which is circular rather than
rectangular or square like in a typical photograph. Unfortunately, after prototyping a number of
circular designs, it became apparent that a circular shape was not structurally sound enough to
support the weight of the sheets that would hang from it.
The third prototype became the successful one. It was also the prototype that would
make all the major connections between the non-physical elements and their relationship to the
projects larger scope. The first key in this was reducing the circle to an octagon. This was
substantial because it immediately allowed for a greater load bearing capacity, and furthermore,
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it allowed for artistic connections to be made between the width, height, and number of stories
written. As discussed in the chapter Diabetes, Language, & Location, all patients who have
diabetes are given a Hemoglobin A1c test, which is a test to measure the average blood sugar
over the course of three months. According to the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive
and Kidney Diseases, a score on the HbA1c of 5.7 or below means the patient is normal, and a
score between 5.7 and 6.4 means the patient is pre-diabetic, and any score of 6.5 and higher
means the patient is diabetic. Lastly, a score of 7.0 or higher can indicate out the beginning of
out of control blood sugars.12 These numbers might not seem like significant factors to people
without diabetes, but for many diabetic patients these numbers have a huge impact on health
and self-esteem, as mentioned in earlier chapters. Therefore, tying the HbA1c test numbers into
the physical construction of the piece became a tremendous opportunity to enrich the piece's
overall design.
The decision to use an octagon was twofold; however, it should be noted that the
number 8 didn't really play a role, as will be explained later on. The first reason for the octagonal
shape was that it allowed me to easily determine the diameter of the space without losing too
much of the structural integrity. The circular design failed in this regard. With the octagon, I was
able to determine that by using 3 foot sections overall, the diameter of the space would be 7
feet, a significant number in relation to the HbA1c test. The second reason was that the octagon
made it easy for me to determine the total number of sheets that would be required to hang,
which also came out to 7. This created a tremendous sense of uniformity within the piece, a
seven foot diameter surrounded by seven sheets with seven stories about seven diabetic
patients who were recently diagnosed and were struggling to gain control of their blood sugars.
Tying all of these pieces together through pre-planning the construction process was a major
achievement.
12

https://www.niddk.nih.gov/health-information/diabetes/overview/tests-diagnosis/a1c-test
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The final element that will be discussed is the size of the piece, specifically the size of
each of the seven sheets that hung from the octagon. The determination for how high to make
each of these sheets will be discussed in further detail below. However, it became apparent that
as I wrote each of the seven stories, the characters involved all had significant issues with their
diabetes. If there was a common thread between the characters, then surely it was that each of
them felt overwhelmed and frustrated by the disease and the impenetrable medical language
that seemingly surrounded it. This understanding of the character struggles gave me insight into
how I wanted the stories presented, and that was big, overwhelming walls of text with light
infiltrating through each word. In the end, the size of each of the sheets turned out to be 7.5 feet
in height, which worked out well in that it demonstrated in escalation in regards to the HbA1c
scores.
Although all materials in the piece went through a decision making process, there was
perhaps no material more thoroughly examined and vetted than the hanging paper walls.
Researching different types of paper based materials allowed me to look at a number of
different factors, the most important being how the paper would burn within the IMRC's 50watt
Universal Laser Cutter. The primary limitations on which paper could be used stemmed from the
safety guidelines and restrictions put forth by the laser cutter. This step was unavoidable but
immediately narrowed my list of materials. The next step was to speak with artists who had
used different types of paper within the laser cutter to create their own projects. These
discussions, had with a number of local artists within the IMFA program and a few outside of it,
allowed me to further narrow the potential field of paper materials. The third step, which was the
step that brought my list down to a reasonable amount, was transparency. Light would play a
major role in the piece, and finding a type of paper that worked well underneath both natural
light and artificial light was important. This step brought me to the material known widely as
Tyvek, which is most often associated with the house wrap used in construction work. My
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research into Tyvek and the numerous types of products they offered soon became one of the
major points of the construction process.
My initial process into gathering Tyvek simply involved a trip to the local hardware store
and requesting the material. Unfortunately, a huge majority of the material in major retail stores
is always heavily branded and therefore unusable. The trip, however, did turn out to be much
more useful than just simply realizing the material was heavily branded. In addition, the
inspection of the Tyvek made me realize the material was not designed with enough flexibility
for my intended purpose. As stated earlier, one of the primary components of the design was to
have a paper based material act in a similar way to the fabric sheets that hang between patient
beds. This necessity required the material to be able to bend like fabric, not crease or crinkle in
the way many standard types of paper would. Unfortunately, the Tyvek in the hardware store
clearly lacked the ability to bend in any kind of convincing, fabric-like manner. This setback
briefly pushed me away from Tyvek and toward Mulberry Paper and Unryu Paper, both of which
offered an excellent level of translucency and a fair amount of natural, fabric like bending. It was
only as I was further examining different types of Mulberry paper and their costs did I stumble
across another type of Tyvek—soft structure Tyvek. This discovery allowed me to make major
headway into the final selection process.
The primary information I received about soft structure Tyvek came from a corporation
known as Material Concepts. I spoke with two specialists from their company about how soft
structure Tyvek would react within a laser cutter, a technology they were familiar with as well.
Furthermore, the specialists from Material Concepts also educated me on the process of how
the Tyvek was made, and also explained the Tyvek was a nonwonven fabric, and that much of
its strength and flexibility stemmed from the use of short and long fibers that were bonded
together. It was also made clear that the Tyvek I had seen in the hardware store was officially
known as a hard structure Tyvek, where strength is a major priority and the number of threads
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used within its construction is exponentially increased. Flexibility, then, is sacrificed. The more
information I received from the specialists the more it became apparent that this material met all
of the necessary needs of the project. A sample kit of five different types of soft structure Tyvek
were sent to my residence. They were listed as follows: Tyvek Soft Structure Type 14, Tyvek
Soft Structure Style 1443 R, Tyvek Soft Structure 14-S (metalized), Tyvek Soft Structure Type
16, Tyvek Soft Structure 1622E.
The process of selecting the type of Tyvek began with simple tests of holding each
material up to the lights within my studio. I wrote down the name of each piece and how well I
thought it looked underneath the light, creating a simple grade for each piece of material. During
this process, Tyvek Soft Structure 1443 R was ranked well above the others. The transparency
of the sample sheet revealed the interior fibers in a pattern that, although similar to Mulberry
paper, was predominately unique. Also, 1443 R's transparency created an added element to the
piece that, until the testing began, I had not thought of: the interior of the paper itself. This
additional dynamic was important because it helped demonstrate one of the project's more
fundamental goals: revealing language's inability to adequately and accurately describe the
interior of the human body. By being able to see the interior of 1443 R, the piece allows for the
viewer to look at both the stories engraved on the material and the material itself as functional
elements within the overall project. Other types of Tyvek that did well in regards to creating the
desired aesthetic were Type 14 and 1622E.
Following the transparency testing, I moved directly into testing the material within the
laser cutter itself. In regards to laser cutting, there exist two key functions that determine how
deep and how precise the laser will cut into specific materials: speed and power. In the
beginning of my testing, I spoke with a number of artists who were familiar with the laser and its
affect on similar materials to Tyvek, and almost all of them said I would have to test both speed
and power at multiple levels in order to find the perfect setting. Such sound advice was followed
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for the first few sessions, but a quick realization occurred on my fourth burn with the laser:
Tyvek was incredibly heat resistant. Any power below 90% resulted in an uneven variation on
the material, meaning some of the letters were legible while others were completely invisible.
This affect was not what I was looking to achieve. The stories engraved on each piece of Tyvek
were important, and although undercutting language was a key element to the project, I didn't
want to subvert language by cheaply making the words unreadable. I wanted the viewer to feel
a sense of being overwhelmed and unable to process all of the text surrounding them. Thus, I
knew almost immediately that my settings for power had to be set to a 100%. Speed, like power,
turned out to be a quickly resolved factor. By realizing the power needed to be set at the
maximum setting, anything less then 100% on speed resulted in significant burns on the back of
the Tyvek. The materials 1622E, Type 14, and 14-S had excessive burn marks on both sides,
which resulted in me pulling them immediately from the process of selection. Fortunately, 1443
R and Type 16 did very well within the laser when the power and speed were both set to 100%.
Interestingly enough, Type 16 worked the best in the laser in regards to clean, precise cuts.
However, 1443 R had a curious occurrence that was entirely unique to it. When cutting large
swaths of text into it, the interior fibers melted together and created a sort of webbing and
congealing of the overall material. This change in the Tyvek was fascinating to me, and for a
number of reasons. The first was the way this congealing emphasized the interior of the paper,
pulling more of the transparency dynamic into the foreground. The second reason was that the
congealing of this white, waxy material reminded me very much of the way glaucoma symptoms
appear within a retinal image. In such an image, the optic nerve is filled with a cloudy white and
stringy like appearance, and the sudden formation of these fibers congealing inside stories
about diabetic patients stuck me as quite powerful. It was another check mark for Tyvek Soft
Structure 1443 R.
One of the last deciding factors in determining the type of material I would use was cost.
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As I stated earlier in this chapter, I was very aware of trying to create a piece that felt both raw
and exposed, something other than sleek and modern. I wanted the feel of something rural, and
I wanted to translate that to the viewer by creating something with materials that weren't overly
expensive. This important aspect was one of the major reasons why I decided to step away
from Mulberry paper. Although the material held many of the ideal characteristics that I was
looking for, it was a paper that, to me, held an intrinsic beauty more relatable to the gallery than
rural healthcare facilities. Furthermore, Mulberry paper looked expensive, especially in large
quantities. All of the Tyveks on the other hand, held a very different look. They were strong and
transparent, much like the Mulberry paper, but they were also thinner, more light weight, and in
a way, simply looked cheaper and more cost effective. They looked like they belonged in a
hospital setting—something strong and efficient that could be used and thrown away without a
second glance. And that was the kind of feel that I wanted to imbue into the construction
process itself. It was in this category that almost all of the Tyvek's appeared the most similar,
which wasn't much of a surprise. The specialists I had spoken to earlier had described what
made Tyvek such an appealing choice: lightweight, strong, and most of all, cheap. With all of the
Tyveks ranked similarly on this final category, it became clear to me that 1443 R was the best
choice for the project.
Once 1443 R was selected, another determination needed to be made: how to construct
each sheet that would hang. As stated earlier, seven sheets would hang on the perimeter of the
octagon, but the length and the construction of each sheet had yet to be determined. Again, the
laser cutter would play a pivotal role in how I would be able to construct each of the seven
sheets. The sheets would be constructed of a series of panels, each panel's size, then, would
be determined by how large of an area the laser cutter could cut. The dimensions for each panel
turned out to be 15 inches by 20 inches. Determining the panel size might seem like a trivial part
of the construction, but I was determined to relate all of the major design elements with
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diabetes, specifically the HbA1c test that all diabetic patients are measured under. Therefore,
the decision to make each panel a certain size obviously impacted the overall size of the sheet,
and the size of the sheet needed to tie into the HbA1c test scores. It was clear to me then that
each decision, no matter how small, linked up with other important elements within the piece.
After careful consideration, the best size for each sheet turned out to be 90 inches, which
equates to 7.5 feet. As stated earlier in the chapter, the HbA1c test score for an individual who is
considered to have out of control diabetes is anything above 7. As will be discussed in a later
chapter, I knew the stories that would be cut onto each sheet would involve a diabetic patient
with an out of control test score. By keeping the sheets at a height of 7.5 feet, I felt their
overwhelming size reflected an aspect of how difficult it can be to try and regulate diabetic
control. Furthermore, the size of the sheets now became an additional element to the stories
themselves. This was crucial to the project because it provided a non linguistic element to the
stories, a sort of way to enhance the text without using more text.
Lastly, the sheets were bonded together using standard grade silk medical tape. This
tape was selected based on its ability to adhere easily and efficiently to the Tyvek. The tape is
also standard practice in most first aid kits and often found throughout healthcare facilities. Also,
by binding the panels together through the use of medical tape, another non-linguistic layer was
added to the text based stories. The tapes artistic intention was to suggest that these stories,
and the characters within them, were being held together by the very real presence of these
medical tools.
Moving away from the Tyvek Soft Structure 1443 R, the other primary component of the
piece were the actual images placed within the space. These were, of course, retinal images. In
total there were fourteen retinal images displayed, a pair representing one set of images for
each of the characters within the seven stories. Every image displayed some level of diabetic
retinopathy, and each image provided very real proof of the disease's affect on them. Six
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images were placed on a large but worn down x-ray box, otherwise known as a light box. The
remaining images were placed either beneath the x-ray box or simply scattered in front of it.
The role and placement of the images went through a number iterations, some right up
until the day before the showing. There existed one continual key idea behind the decision
making process, though, and that was this: the role of the images had to accurately reflect the
relationship between language and image within the patient provider dynamic. In simpler terms,
this meant that the images could not dominate the piece. Currently, most rural sites do not have
the same amenities that larger, more urban health facilities have access to. Therefore, many
interactions with the patient are almost entirely language based. For this reason, the retinal
images and the light box were kept at a low height, well below the viewing line. Furthermore, the
retinal images were also the only aspect of the piece that held any color. All of the Tyvek based
sheets, the medical tape, and the PVC piping were all white. This contrast helped to create a
clear separation between the text and the images themselves.
The decisions based around the construction of the piece were not simply made to
create a structure in which the viewer could experience the art; rather, the very space in which
the viewer would occupy would also play a role. It was this kind of twofold thinking that not only
allowed the piece to be successful aesthetically, but also in the sense that every physical and
non-physical element connected back to the aims of the project.
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CHAPTER FIVE
TEXT, TEXT, & STORIES

The ability to accurately reflect the role and relationship between language and imagery
was a major determinant in how the overall piece would look. In order to do accomplish this, it
became quite clear the piece would rely heavily on a significant amount of text. The question,
then, became what would the text say?
Initial plans for how text would function within the piece were varied. Dense, intimidating
medical language was the first idea taken seriously. The thinking behind the use of medical
language was that it would help emphasize the hanging sheets as barriers to healthcare.
Furthermore, it would help reiterate the idea that language, on its own, was ineffective at
explaining the internal workings of the human body. All of these reasons were valid, and they
provided a strong argument for determining the type of text that would be laser cut into each
sheet. However, there was one fundamental weakness to the use of medical language, and that
was empathy. Dense, medical jargon has no room for the human element; the vocabulary is
designed entirely around the body, none of the emotions or feelings of the patient are
necessary. This inability to include any kind of empathetic terminology was a major issue for me
as an artist and significantly affected the final outcome of the piece. As stated in the
introduction, the human element was vital to the efficacy of this piece. The sterility of the exam
room needed to be recreated, but not at the cost of the patient.
The decision not to use medical language as the primary text forced me to think about
the patients this piece was focusing on, and that was diabetic patients within rural areas.
Looking back on my past work, a huge swath of it was based around narrative storytelling. I
decided that stories, then, were the best possible choice for the text. Not only would the stories
convey the empathy the piece desperately needed, but they would also allow me the
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opportunity to demonstrate the many different ways in which people responded to a life
changing diagnosis. Furthermore, by having each sheet contain a story, the use of the medical
tape and the laser cutter provided immediate and powerful metaphors about the characters
within those stories. The use of the medical tape, as mentioned in the Construction chapter,
hinted at how medicinal tools were desperately trying to hold together the deteriorating health of
these fictional individuals. The laser cutter was similar to the tape, but provided a much more
stable connection to the retinal images being used within the piece itself. This was due to the
fact that most cases of retinopathy were handled surgically with a laser, burning hemorrhages
and aneurysms along the retina closed. This fact made the use of the laser as a tool within the
writing and construction process far more valuable and loaded the text with additional meaning.
Again, the physical construction of the piece helped decide many factors in how and why
certain elements were included and others discarded. The total number of stories that would be
hung was determined before a single line had been typed. This was due to the physical
necessity of using an octagon as the construct that would hold up all of the material. One
section of the octagon would be left bare, thereby creating an obvious entrance to the piece.
The remaining sides would all have sheets hanging to just above the floor line. That meant
seven stories would be required. The importance of this number and its relationship to the
HbA1c test has been covered both in the introduction and within the Construction chapter.
After determining the number of stories to be written and the significance of that number,
the next phase was to determine the characters that would inhabit each story. From the
beginning it became apparent that a broad range of characters was ideal. The piece’s ability to
reflect as many patient provider scenarios as possible was of paramount importance. After
some initial drafting of different stories, seven characters from very different backgrounds came
to mind. The list of primary characters inhabiting each of the sheets were as follows:
Amber, Carol, Fred, Jasmine, Stephen, William, and Ryan
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All of those characters listed above were fictional, except for the last one—me. These fictional
characters all came from rural areas, but their different ages, sexes, family situations and work
occupations all played pivotal roles in how I would tell their stories.
During the writing process of the project, a fascinating incident occurred. The initial
process of writing went through a fairly standard level development. The writing of the story
would take place in a word processor, in this case Apple’s Pages. The narrative would evolve
and change through edits within the word processor, and when finished, the story would be
imported into Adobe’s Illustrator program. In Illustrator, the text itself would become malleable,
so new opportunities would spring up in regards to how the story was presented. Furthermore,
Illustrator easily allowed for the inclusion of shapes and different designs to overlay the text,
creating a unique and compelling image through usage of the text itself. As exciting as this was,
all of it was expected and planned for. However, what was not expected was the impact that
skipping the word processor phase would have on the overall writing process. After having
written both Jasmine and Fred’s stories within Apple’s Pages program, I decided to skip the
word processor and jump right into writing the stories within Illustrator. At first, this seemed like
nothing more than the logical step in trying to create a more efficient process, but it
accomplished so much more than anticipated.
What occurred when I started writing in Illustrator was that the narrative structure of each
story began to shift based on the ease with which I could manipulate the text itself. In simpler
terms, since I could shape the text as I was writing, the shapes began to inform more and more
of the story. This shift in storytelling wasn’t possible when using the word processor as the story
arc was already set. Illustrator, although not a very good word processor by any means, allowed
more freedom and manipulation of the text, which often provided more intriguing and compelling
stories. Further, this created more interesting text based images. This difference in process can
most clearly be seen between the stories of Jasmine and Fred and Stephen and Amber, where
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the first two stories are based more around the narrative arc and the latter two stories have a
much more blended balance between the narrative and the designs that influence the narrative.
Looking past the writing process, the stories also provided unique ways in which they
could relate to the more scientific aspects of my overall research. One of the primary influences
on the stories was the Kubler-Ross model. The model and its relationship to diabetic patients
was examined in closer detail in the chapter Diabetes, Language, and Location. However, the
model also played a role in how many of the characters were shaped. For example, Fred, as a
character, outright deny’s his diagnosis, which is major element of the Kubler-Ross model. But,
like many people, there’s more to Fred’s denial than just simply stubbornness. He’s angry. He
refuses to believe he could go into the doctor’s office for his hands and leave with the
knowledge that he has a chronic disease like diabetes. This anger is the driving force behind his
denial, and it’s an anger that can’t be penetrated with language. The doctor’s words fall on deaf
ears. Fred is in a psychological state where he’ll only hear what he wants to. If Fred had been
shown an image of his disease, some way to access the interior of his own body, the evidence
would have provided the doctor with at least another avenue of trying to change Fred’s mind. It
is this kind of relationship between language and image that carries so much weight in helping
push patients toward the Kubler-Ross stage of acceptance.
A brief examination of each of these stories reveals how the many of the characters fail
to find acceptance, but there’s more to it than just acceptance. These stories also highlight the
different ways in which the relationship between patient and provider can be constructed.
Although language and imagery are the dominant focus throughout the piece, it was important
to recognize that different providers approach healthcare in a myriad of ways. Some are
remarkably kind and compassionate, others are more harsh and demanding, insistent that their
patients do better, regardless of circumstance. These different approaches always play a
significant role in how the patient reacts to whatever their provider tells them. This power
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dynamic exists in all relationships, and it would have been missed opportunity if it wasn’t at least
briefly explored in this piece. The stories that examine this relational power dynamic are found
in Amber’s story, Jasmine’s story, and Stephen’s story. The other four stories have more subtle
connections to this dymanic, but the three mentioned make it clearly apparent.
In Amber’s story, Amber is an impoverished middle aged woman is addicted to drugs.
She balances her new housing situation against regular drug tests and tries to keep a steady
job. It’s during a routine visit to the doctor that some of her blood work reveals out of control
blood sugar levels, sending the rest of her life into a tailspin. The story uses different shapes
and designs to help narrate, but one of the more dominating elements is how the dialog of her
doctor is often placed just around the edges of her responses. She feels trapped by the
continuing need to meet with her doctor and discuss her healthcare. As the story progresses,
the doctor’s text continually constricts her dialogue, until the end when she finally refuses to
return to the office and simply ignores the diagnosis entirely.
Jasmine’s Story is quite different than Amber’s. Jasmine is a young, rambunctious
teenage girl who enjoys a great deal of life. However, the diagnosis of diabetes has her rebelling
against what the doctor says. She doesn’t think it’s fair that she has to restrict her eating habits,
but as she rationalizes, her sugars get worse and worse. Her parents continually bring her to the
appointments, so she has to see the doctor, and although his relationship with her is kind, he
also gets frustrated. The text of the doctor in this piece grows substantially. A massive increase
in font size for the doctor as well as a large, blocky font, represent how Jasmine views the
doctor: overwhelming and intimidating. There is no way for Jasmine and her doctor to connect in
a way that isn’t based around fear, especially when language and emotion are dominating
elements in their discussions.
Lastly, Stephen’s story is perhaps the most visible in regards to the dynamics that exist
between a patient and a provider. Stephen is a father whose diagnosed as a diabetic and is in
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denial about the diagnosis. He does little to for his own self-care and actively speaks out against
his doctor, especially to his daughter. The world flips upside down for Stephen when his
daughter visits the doctor and is also diagnosed as a diabetic. The sudden change makes
Stephen reevaluate his position, and he quickly realizes that his daughter is as flippant about
her health as he is. He suddenly strives to take better care of himself in order to set a better
example, but his daughter is set in her ways. The dialogue within the story revolves around the
space between each person speaking. At the height of the tension between Stephen, his
daughter, and his doctor, there is as much white space as possible. Only as Stephen begins to
accept his own diagnosis does the text between him and his doctor begin to converge. His
daughter, unfortunately, never seems to come all the way around. This story brought up a
number of different issues, but the shifting relationship between Stephen and his provider were
easily highlighted as the two of them moved from argumentative adults to a father and doctor
desperate to help a young woman.
The stories within the piece interact with different elements in a number of ways. They
all, in their own unique way, help the piece maintain some connection to the human element.
Furthermore, the stories reliance entirely on language is part of what dooms each of the
characters. The images do no exist in their world, and as such, their denial, anger, and
ineffective communication only enlarge their problems. Although the aesthetic within the piece
may have been attractive, the stories surrounding the space were of immense sadness.
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CHAPTER SIX
METHODS & MORE
The road from writer to intermedial artist is one filled with pot holes, roundabouts, and
dead ends. As such, it has taken a number of years to find my own path, and it becomes even
more apparent the path still has a long way to go. Regardless, it becomes necessary to discuss
this process, and answer questions like, why and how do I create art? What makes up the
foundation of my artistic practice? And what theories or ideas bind my work, and my process,
together.
Before diving straight into some of these questions, it’s important to look in another
direction and discuss who I am as an intermedial artist and what I hope to accomplish. The
answer to the question of who I am as an intermedial artist is far more nuanced and complex
than one might originally suspect. The problem being that, as an artist, and more importantly a
human being, there exists an element of constant change within my practice. The answer is
always informed and refined by the previous piece created; therefore, the answer is never static
and unwavering but more fluid and dynamic. With that in mind, I can pin down some of the
elements that have hung around far longer than others and always seem to resurface over and
over again throughout my work. Three of those elements are story, language, and imagery.
These major components obviously play a huge role in my final thesis work, Language,
Imagery, and Rural Healthcare, but they can also be viewed as pillars within my artistic practice.
Furthermore, these three pillars serve as a way to define what I am constantly engaging with
throughout my practice. My thoughts and my hands always seem to seek out the lessons and
insight from story, the rules and endpoints of language, and the representation and meaning
found within images.
With those three elements in mind, we can begin to look more closely at the methods in
which I approach the initial construction or writing of a piece. Methods and tools vary from piece
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to piece, but there is always a consistent
engagement with timelines, size and
scale, and perhaps most notably which
direct medium would convey the idea in
the best possible manner. This may sound
common and obvious, but having the
ability to decide the best way to engage
with the audience and convey an idea changes a number of important factors. Furthermore, it
reveals more about how I approach my work. Ideas are not simply taken and forced into a
medium, but rather the idea is analyzed and then a question posed: which medium would best
convey this information. It should be noted that whatever medium may convey the information
best has to be balanced by the important elements started earlier, such as timelines and scale.
After determining the type of medium, it becomes a question of which tools to select.
Other than House of Vee, there has always been a direct and clear connection to language. As
a possible conveyor of both story and imagery, language is one of the tools in which I use most
frequently. My approach to language is to view it almost as a physical object, one that becomes
malleable and breakable, especially when I focus in on the grammatical constructs that make up
language.
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This connection with language and other elements is largely due in part with a desire to
connect with others by digging deeper into myself, as Chekhov once stated, “everything I
learned about human nature I learned from me.” And that is the root of my artistic endeavors, to
find connections between myself and the audience. Those connections are found best through
the wide ranging latitude that art often affords both its creator and its viewer.
In regards to the specific methodologies that inform my work, it is again important to note
these are always changing, always evolving based on the work that was most recently created.
Furthermore, the theories that are drawn upon to help create or form an ideation often reside in
very different spaces or mediums. For example, one of the ways in which my artistic practice is
constructed revolves around many of the ideas promoted by Stephen King and his thoughts on
how to become a better
writer and storyteller. I
ground much of my work
in language and story, so
the ability to take King’s
advice and bend it and
create personal theories
that fit my own path are
not only efficient in
helping me stay focused
on my goals, they are
necessary in allowing me the freedom to choose the best medium.
It is also important to note that there is no direct translation in my work from a specific
theory to an idea and then an art piece. Rather, my interests often come from a variety of
avenues, and only when the interest is found do I seek out specific theories regarding that
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interest. The common thread through all of these varied interests is the manner in which I like to
have them displayed aesthetically or communicated. Because of this, my mention of King is
followed just as easily by someone like Martin Scorsese or Neil Gaiman. Filmmakers, writers,

artists, in regards to methodology, I draw from many of these different sources and find
inspiration that is often dependent on the current interest. Looking over much of my past work, I
see these variations within projects, even those that take up the same medium. For example,
my work with Harvey’s Dream is far different than my work on How Sweet the Sound, and such
differences are not entirely due to the varying stages I was at as an artist. Rather, these pieces
are informed from different theories and methods of storytelling. How Sweet the Sound tried to
create a major use of darkness or lack of light to inform the audience about specific characters.
This idea was drawn directly from Scorcese’s The Departed and his speech concerning visual
literacy and the important elements contained within the mies-en-scene. On the other hand,
Harvey’s Dream referenced more a use of mirrors and light, drawing from the theory and
practice that director Darren Aronofsky used in the making of Black Swan. The varying
influences allow me to continually change and develop as an intermedial artist.
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With such a broad array of influence to draw from, it becomes interesting and noteworthy
to discuss how I personally define success both within my work and throughout my process. As
stated throughout much of my portfolio, I mentioned there were many pieces with significant
drawbacks or shortcomings. Although those drawbacks and shortcoming were unique to each
piece, there were common themes that I found myself struggling with. Most notably amongst
these was my ability to communicate effectively with the audience. In regards to the films and
written work, this was fairly straightforward, but the more artistic pieces, I found myself missing
the mark in reaching my audience. In order to reevaluate the issue, I stopped thinking of trying
to convey a message to the audience and began thinking of how I would make the audience
start asking questions. Specific pieces like Artwork and Critic and House of Vee fell short
because they tried to
communicate a direct line of
thinking and the mediums
selected didn’t afford that
kind of precise translation.
Language, Image, and Rural
Healthcare, on the other
hand, no longer tried to
communicate an argument or
message in its totality, but rather focused on trying to deliver a question through story, broken
language, and other elements defined by a space. This sort of rearranging of how I thought
about communication was of paramount importance to thinking more like an intermedial artist
and less like a writer. Furthermore, this change in thinking allowed me to define success in a
way that was more inline with the broad latitude of interpretation provided by art in general.
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The methods and tools used within my artistic practice often vary wildly; however, there
does exist the continual appearance of language, imagery, and story throughout all of my works.
These elements are treated as malleable objects that can be manipulated and broken. In
addition, drawing on the theories, advice, and works of others artists, these influences have
helped to create the foundation of a methodology that is constantly shifting and evolving within
my artistic practice. The ability to bend or reshape those theories in order to better fit the idea or
interest I’m working with is a critical skill in the development of the intermedial artist.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
PORTFOLIO
When I arrived at the IMFA program, I was a writer. My notions of language and story,
and to a larger extent art, were not only static and assumed, they were also unchallenged.
These notions would go through a rigorous transformation, affecting not only how I thought
about art, but the physical process of creating as well. This massive shift in both the mental and
physical approach to art making has resulted in an evolution from writer to intermedial artist.
This evolution is fully manifest in the final piece, Language, Imagery, and Rural Healthcare.
However, there remains a great deal of insight that can only be gleaned by examining my past
work. A thorough analysis of my progression from writer to artist, and the significant works that
helped push me forward, will reveal the core elements of my process as an intermedial artist.
As an intermedial artist, my work and much of my process revolves around three central
concepts: story, language, and imagery. These concepts may be familiar to us, but we often
mistakenly assume their roles are fully explored. My process attempts to reveal these concepts
in new and familiar ways, thereby enriching our means of communication and our understanding
of one another.
Addressing the body of work in chronological order will allow for an easy starting point,
and that brings us to my first major work: Telling Hannah.
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(Telling Hannah, 2013)

The work was a short film and followed the traditional methods of film production; however, my
role as lead screen writer was a major step in a new direction. My prior work had only been
relegated to short, mostly non fiction stories. Telling Hannah forced me to not only learn new
formatting techniques, but also challenged me to write in a way that would convey imagery. This
subtle but important element would come up over and over again as my practice began to form
and evolve.
The relationship between language and imagery within a screenplay is, for the most part,
fairly simple and obvious. There do exist, however, a number of requirements that screenplay
writers must contend with that are unique to the form. Issues of dialogue, exposition, and
narrative pace were all elements that needed to translate well with the characters reading the
lines and the image being formed by the director. Furthermore, these requirements began to
make me question how story, language, and imagery functioned in a broader sense.
After Telling Hannah, the desire to learn more about filmmaking was overwhelming.
Although my thoughts concerning how to create and tell stories were beginning to be
challenged, there existed no other effective way to express and tell those stories other than
writing and filmmaking. Thus, the next project in my progression was another short film. This
film, however, would bring another slew of significant challenges.
How Sweet the Sound was the first film I would both write and direct. This dual position
increased the amount of work invested into the project but also allowed for far greater creative
control. To those unfamiliar with filmmaking, directing requires a massive array of skills, all of
which significantly impact the final piece. Critical decisions such as selecting the cast, coaching
actors to evoke specific emotions, creating a uniform aesthetic through cinematography, all of
these different elements feed through the director at some point, and therefore it becomes
necessary the director have some understanding of each field. Unfortunately, I possessed none
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of the necessary skills. The film forced me to learn on the job. As such, the final piece suffered a
great deal, much of it drifting away from my artistic vision. However, where the piece did not
succeed, my skills in storytelling and my ability to navigate and organize a large collaborative
project all soared to new heights.
In addition to the successes and drawbacks listed above, there were elements of this
film that pushed me in a wholly unique way. One of the most profound challenges was in
regards to the development of certain props. As stated earlier, my prior work was limited to
forms of creative writing. I had never been required to use my hands in order to physically
create an object. Fortunately, the film’s collaborative nature allowed me to work with a number
of people with a broad application of skills, one of whom was IMFA student John Carney. His
artistic process was wildly different than my own and his work almost always required skilled
use of his hands. Furthermore, he possessed an intimate knowledge of the many tools available
at the IMRC center. He was, throughout the course of the film’s production, a key player in
helping create many of the props that were necessary, and he played a huge role in introducing
me to the craft of physically creating objects with my hands.
Although many props were created and used throughout filming, two pieces stand out.
The first were a series of life like prison bars that were created in order to film a jail scene, and
the second was the engraving of a prop gun.
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(How Sweet the Sound, 2013)

The prison bars represented far more than just set a piece within a scene. It represented the
first time I took a step beyond the limits of my known skills. It was a small jump, but a necessary

(How Sweet the Sound, 2013)

one in order for my artistic process to grow and expand. Meanwhile, the engraving of the prop
gun was my first real introduction to the variety of tools and equipment the IMRC offered. The
use of the CNC table router and Universal Laser engraver were major steps in opening my eyes
toward greater possibilities in regards to storytelling with physical objects.
After the production of How Sweet the Sound, a significant period of artistic growth and
experimentation occurred. One of the major realizations that came during this time period was
an understanding of the limitations surrounding my storytelling abilities. These limitations were
related to the traditional mediums I had been using, specifically prose and film. In spite of these
realizations, I was unsure of how to break out into a more experimental storytelling format. This
resulted in a number of films and short story works that tried to push the boundaries of those
mediums listed earlier: film and prose. Two of the short works that demonstrated this kind of
pushing against boundaries were Star Wars: Episode Cell Phones and Fox. Star Wars: Episode
Cell Phones was a fun and light project that was designed to challenge how much of a story I
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could tell without using any dialogue or speaking roles. Although the project was a minor one,
and the content based around a rather silly premise, the overall piece acted as a major stepping
stone in my understanding of imagery and its potential in storytelling. Furthermore, the piece
revealed how much I still relied on language in order to convey information

(Image from Starwars: Episode Cell Phones, 2014)

The other short film I created that stood out to me was a documentary titled Fox. The
documentary revolved around a young man who was an alcoholic and struggled with self
acceptance and his perceived standing within society. The documentary was another push
toward the experimental, and one of the major ways Fox achieved this was by refusing to ever
show the actual character. A voice over narration was still present, but the rest of the character
development was derived from the landscape and other personal settings. The piece tried to
reveal the character by examining all of the places he had been, what kind of trail or even
legacy he was leaving within his wake.
Fox, even in spite of its brevity, was another major link in the chain toward becoming an
intermedial artist. The film’s use of a standard tripod shot throughout specific scenes were all
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intentional, and for the first time film editing became a major point of concern. The images
gathered had to be presented in an order that made some kind of coherent sense, and for Fox,
that meant a general progression toward more and more intimate and truth revealing spaces.
(Images through different spaces, Fox, 2014)

The images presented here help
demonstrate the attempted movement
between more social spaces and those more
intimate spaces. Throughout all of them,
alcohol is apparent. Further, the voice-over
narration of the individual being interviewed
is adamant that he is not an alcoholic. This
cross section between what the image says
and what the narration is saying was an
excellent lesson in helping me understand
the multiple ways stories could be layered
not only with different characters, but different
materials or tools, in this case audio and visual elements.
Out of this period of growth and experimentation, a major step in my process was finally
achieved. The art piece titled, Artwork and Critic, was an experimental piece in which I
challenged myself to step out beyond the traditional modes of filmmaking and writing. The piece
was displayed in the 2014 Graduate Student Expo and forced me to consider a number of new
design elements, most notably how the audience would interact with the piece as well as
achieving a desired aesthetic. Although there were a number of miscalculations with the piece,
overall it was a major personal achievement.
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Influenced by the work of Futurist artist Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, the piece
used language as a means of creating imagery, telling story, and as a way to try and convey a
tactile sense of the artist’s presence within the piece itself. During the design process, I decided
to use a typewriter to write the story. This
decision was
important
because the
text was
arranged into
different
shapes, making it very difficult to achieve the outcome I
wanted with the typewriter. However, the typewriter forced
me to touch the physical page, smudge the ink, improvise
and alter the text in ways that only working with a typewriter
would allow. If I had chosen a word processing program, the piece would have been much
easier to design, but the physical presence of the artist would have been lost within a clean and
sleek modern design.

(Artwork and Critic, 2014)

Another important component to the piece was this overlaying of the macro and micro
within the piece itself. The documentary
Fox had really excited me in regards to
different layers within a single piece, and I
wanted Artwork and Critic to embody some
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form of that layering. In order to do so, I wanted the
piece to work for the audience at a distance and then
work for the audience when they were up close to the
actual type written paper. Furthermore, the closer one
was able to get to the piece itself, the more evidence
they would see of the artist, details like fingerprints and
ink smudges, indentations and tears, all of these fine
tuned details were there to try and create an aesthetic
where one might feel the presence of the artist. In
many ways, this attempt to imbue the piece with the
presence of the artist was similar in trying to reveal the
character in Fox through images of the background.
As an artist, this was also the beginning of how I understood what kind of aesthetics I
liked versus what I wanted to avoid. This development in understanding my own taste was
critical in allowing me to refine what goals I set for myself and for future art pieces. Most viewers
don’t usually consider the process and development of their own taste, but as one experiences
or creates more art, the more refined their taste becomes. For me, the piece Artwork and Critic
was pivotal in helping me begin to understand the kind of aesthetics I wanted to achieve in the
future, thus making the piece one of the most important in my overall body of work.
Following the completion Artwork and Critic, the world of artistic possibility felt as if it had
finally opened up to me. This lead to more attempts at experimental artwork and storytelling, but
none of those attempts were on the scale of this next project titled, House of Vee.
House of Vee was an attempt at storytelling through space, sculpture, and projection
mapping. The original goal was to make a graphic novel that one could walk inside and move
around. My excitement for what was possible unfortunately blinded me to the scope and scale
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of what was actually feasible. The project was far too large for the timeframe I was given.
Additionally, I drastically underestimated the skills required to create such an immense piece. In
spite of all these shortcomings, House of Vee was another integral step towards refining my
artistic skills as well as increasing my understanding of language, imagery, and storytelling.
The initial prototypes created for House of Vee revolved around new technologies,
specifically projection mapping. Using software tools like Mad Mapper and Illumin8, I was able
to determine some of the exciting possibilities that playing with light and darkness could afford
me as an intermedial artist. Furthermore, the ability to use projection mapping software allowed

me the possibility to film specific scenes and then manipulate the very image itself, allowing for
a viewer experience that is simultaneously unique and totally immersive.
Another component to the House of Vee project was the material aspect. I did not want
the piece, or the characters within the piece,
to be untouchable or ethereal in quality.
Rather, I wanted a blend of new technologies
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and older, more traditional materials. With this in mind, I decided to represent characters
through individual masks, all which we’re created from some form of papier-mâché or stretched
cloth.
This desire to have a series of different
masks within the piece forced me to reach
out to fellow IMFA student Sarah Hollows.
Her background in mask making and street
art were substantial, and she was able to
help guide me through a difficult and lengthy
prototyping process. In addition to helping me learn different techniques in regards to mask
making, Sarah was also able to provide input into how these masks should look. Her creative
insights were invaluable to the overall aesthetic and helped inform not only the piece itself, but
how I processed through the physical creation of these masks as well.
The final presentation of House of Vee was, like many of the other pieces presented so
far, a success and a short coming. A great deal of new skills were learned, especially in regards
to the time and scope certain projects
require, but perhaps more importantly a
better understanding of how to push and
challenge myself. Earlier, I mentioned the
struggle to break free from the traditional
methods of film and prose, and now I felt I
had achieved those goals. However, with this
new understanding and willingness to
experiment, I was surprisingly eager to return to those more traditional methods of creation.
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The manner in which I was able to return to those more traditional methods was through the film
Harvey’s Dream. The film was based on one of Stephen King’s short stories, and the rights to
the short story were procured through one of Mr. King’s generous dollar baby contracts.
Entering production, I was fortunate enough to return as screen writer and director of the film.
The chance to work on familiar ground and apply many of the new concepts I had been learning
was tremendously exciting for me. Furthermore, the chance to adapt a work by King was
something I could not pass up.
As preproduction began, I found I
had a much more thorough understanding
of what I wanted the camera to see, which
was a marked change from Telling Hannah,
a script where I was more concerned with
the words than the image. This ability to
see more through the camera than the eyes
of the screenwriter was evident in how
thorough the shooting script became, which
can be seen to the right.
When preproduction finished, the task of organizing the shots and maintaining a rigorous
schedule was well handled. My struggles in How Sweet the Sound and House of Vee had
prepared me well for the multi-tasking that
was necessary to help keep the project
oriented while meeting specific deadlines.
But more exciting than these organizational
tasks, I found my ability to work with the
crew and actors far superior. Shoots were
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well organized and the roles for each crew member were, for the most part, well understood.
This resulted in a greater ability to look for areas where we could include more experimental
elements into the film, thereby making it more our own piece and less a direct copy of King’s
original work.

One of the ways we were able to accomplish these experimental elements was through
the use of soft focus to help differentiate the dream world from the world of the waking.
Furthermore, we were able to over expose all the windows in every major shot, creating a
disconnect between the inside of the house and the reality outside. Our goal through all of this
was to make the image convey
as much information as
possible.
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Harvey’s Dream was one of the few major successes of my time within the IMFA
program. There was a tremendous amount learned throughout the process and the piece itself
met my personal expectations of what I wanted it to accomplish. This achievement was a
tremendous motivator for me and propelled me into my next work, Mirrormore.
If Harvey’s Dream was a return to the traditional means of filmmaking, Mirrormore was a
long awaited return to prose. Mirrormore was as traditional as any of my initial short stories, the
only difference was that it was a novel. The work itself incorporated no experimental elements,
and yet the process in which I
approached the work changed
many times. There were
several times were the initial
draft would go for a hundred
pages in a standard word
processor before switching to a
hand written format. Such
major changes in process
resulted in significantly altered
styles of storytelling. For example, writing with a word processor often resulted in a longer, more
flowy sentence style, whereas the handwritten work possessed more balanced sentences and
the flow of the narration was more cadenced.
These important changes in process and their effects on the overall story taught me a
great deal about the importance of my approach. These elements, all of those learned
throughout the course of this portfolio, all culminated in my final work, Language, Image, and
Rural Healthcare. It becomes apparent through the evolution of my process and my work that
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my final piece would not have been possible without the experiences and knowledge gained
from these critical pieces.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
THE FINAL WORD
The art piece Language, Image, and Rural Healthcare attempted to explore the complex
role of language and imagery within patient provider relationships. This exploration through the
art piece itself was achieved by following a number of different research methods and design
processes. Furthermore, the piece was informed by a unique blend of both artistic and scientific
research. This is clearly demonstrated in the Physical & Non-Physical Construction chapter as
well as the Text, Text, & Stories chapter.
The subtle dynamics of the piece have been revealed in detail throughout the course of
this paper, and the result has shown that the work is not only dynamic in its approach to
conveying its message, but that it also carries a level of human empathy at its core. This
balance between the communication of its message and representation of vulnerability helps
this piece reach a wide audience.
As stated earlier, the creator-audience dynamic is one that carries significant latitude for
interpretation, whereas the healthcare field does not. By approaching the topic of language,
image, and patient provider relationships through an artistic lens, we have seen the benefit of
how imagery and other forms of communication can help inform an audience, or in many cases,
a patient.
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